The Task:
You are a news anchor interviewing a main character from the book.

The Plan:
1. After picking a main character to interview, draft your interview.

   For your interview, you **must** include:
   - An introduction to the character.
   - At least 5 interview questions.
   - Answers from the point of view of the character using details from the book.
   - The title of the book.
   - The author of the book.

   You **may** include:
   - A drawing of the character you interviewed.

2. Revise and edit your draft with an adult or a peer.

3. Type your final copy and print.

Do Not Forget:
- Write in complete sentences.
- Use correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar.
- Use details from the story in your character’s answers.
- Turn in your rough draft along with the final copy.